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this combination has made this the most powerful on the market today, for the price. with this new release,
aecosim will continue to evolve, adding more and more features to become a true bim solution for the future.
with this release, aecosim is also the most powerful on the market today. there are no longer times when you

have to trade off power for functionality or vice versa. the power of the aecosim building designer will be
expanded with a number of exciting new capabilities. the product will now be able to import and output revit

format files in addition to importing and exporting bentley files. additionally, the new aecosim building
designer includes new functionality to analyze the building envelope and internal load calculations, as well as

support for solar shading analysis. this release also includes an easy to use and powerful intuitive user
interface that allows you to work more efficiently and quickly. aecosim building designer is a versatile, high-
performance product that brings designers and engineers together for the first time to model complex multi-
disciplinary projects. with integrated features and functionality, aecosim building designer enables designers
and engineers to model from the ground up, including working across the disciplines to produce information-

rich models that can be used to optimize building designs, avoid project delivery pitfalls, and reduce
construction costs. aecosim building designer is a result of the companys long-standing partnerships with key

industry players, including bentley 3d, building information modeling (bim) software providers, civil and
structural engineers, and other building professionals.
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aecosim building designer is the bim
application that architects, engineers,
and other building professionals need

to combine design, analysis,
simulation, and documentation into a
single, integrated model. this powerful

solution brings people together to
address the complexities of multi-

disciplinary building projects from the
ground up. the aecosim building

designer also comes with a graphical
user interface (gui) that eliminates the

need to learn a new interface. the
solution is designed to scale to meet

any size project. aecosim building
designer allows you to integrate the

disciplines of design, engineering, and
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analysis into a single, interactive model
for building information modeling. this

eliminates the need to work in a
separate model while doing other

tasks. aecosim building designer is a
great way to work with experts in the
field and streamline project delivery.
bentley hevacomp offers software for

building performance design,
simulation, and documentation. the

building performance design,
simulation, and documentation

applications are all part of bentley
hevacomp building performance and
document solutions. hevacomp is a

global leader in building performance
design, simulation, and documentation

applications that are used to create
information-rich building models. the
company's applications have been
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used in the uk and the usa to develop
and deliver some of the world's most
advanced buildings. the applications

are developed by bentley systems and
are used to create information-rich
building models for the planning,

design, documentation, analysis, and
construction of buildings. 5ec8ef588b
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